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SUMMARY 
In nonparametric regression, estimates of the error correlation are needed for band-
width selection and for determining confidence bands around the regression estimate. They 
may also be offundamental interest to the investigator. This paper focuses on the problem 
of estimating the error correlation function from the residuals of a kernel regression analy-
sis. The data are assumed to have an unknown mean which depends deterministically on 
an independent variable; the errors are generated by a stationary, but correlated, process. 
Method of moments estimators (MMEs) of correlation are shown to be consistent under 
mild regularity conditions. 
Keywords: kernel smoothing; correlated errors; method of moments; time series; auto-
correlation 
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1. Introduction 
Under regularity conditions on the mean and correlation functions, kernel regression 
has been shown to be consistent for estimating the mean function (Altman, 1990 and Hart 
1991) for the model . 
' Yn,i = J.L(-) + l!i 
n 
(1) 
where n is the sample size, p(x) is a smooth deterministic mean function on [0, 1], and e; 
is a stationary second order error process with mean zero and covariance function 
(2) 
It is therefore natural to attempt to estimate functionals of the error distribution from 
the residuals. This paper focuses on the use of method of moments estimators (MMEs) 
to estimate the correlation function of the errors. 
Using this model for the correlations, the design points become closer together as the 
sample size increases, but the error process remains the same. This model is discussed by 
Hart (1991). The model is of practical application in situations in which the correlation 
is induced by the measuring device, for example, when the output from a monitor is a 
filtered sequence. In many applications, the correlation function depends on the distance 
between design points, and thus on n. However, for these applications, asymptotic results 
based on model (2) can be viewed as approximations valid for large sample sizes. 
The regression residuals have the form: 
e>.,n(i) = Yn,i- /}>.,n( !..). 
n 
(3) 
The regression estimator, P>.,n(*), is the kernel estimator of Priestley and Chao (1972), 
1 n X-i 
P>.,n(x) = n>. ~K(~)Yn,j· 
J=O 
(4) 
K is the kernel weight function, and >. is the bandwidth. 
2. Expectation of Products of Residuals 
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The MMEs of the correlation function are rational functions of the residuals. In this 
section, we compute the asymptotic distribution of products of the residuals, and then use 
the delta method (Serfling 1980, p.122) and the results of Bartlett (1946) to compute the 
expectation and variance of the correlation estimates. 
Theorem 1 shows that, as .A-t 0 and n.A-+ oo, the empirical covariances based on the 
residuals are asymptotically normal, and are consistent estimators of the true covariances. 
Theorem 2 shows that the MMEs of correlation based on the empirical covariances are 
also asymptotically normal, and are consistent estimators of the true correlations. 
Kernels with the following properties are considered: 
A) I<. is symmetric about 0. 
B) I<. has support only on the interval ( -!,! ). 
C) I<. is Lipschitz continuous of order a > 0. 
I<. is called a kernel of order p if all the first p- 1 moments of I<. are 0, and the pth 
moment, 
SK = j xPI<.(x)dx 
is not zero. The squared norm of I<. 
NK = j I<.2 (x)dx 
is also needed for the computations that follow. 
(5) 
(6) 
Altman, 1990, showed that kernel estimators of this type are consistent estimators 
of the mean function under the following regularity conditions: 
D) The mean function p has square integrable pth derivative (p ~ 2) which is Lipschitz 
of order 7, 0 < 7 ~ 1. 
The signal to noise ratio, 
(7) 
plays an important role in the computations that follow. 
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E) The correlation function is absolutely summable and 
00 
'L,p(j) = Sp. (8) 
j=l 
F) The correlation function satisfies: 
N ~ 'L,ilp(i)l = o(1) 
i=l 
Conditions E and F are mixing conditions which ensures that observations sufficiently far 
apart are essentially uncorrelated. 
For the consistency of the MMEs of variance and correlation based on the residuals 
from the kernel smooth, further regularity conditions on the errors are needed. A condition 
which is often used in time series analysis (see, for example, Brockwell and Davis, 1987, 
chap. 7) and which is sufficient for consistency is: 
G) ~n,t = I:~-oo tPjZt-j 
Zt i.i.d. 
with I:~-oo lt/Ji I < oo 
with E(zt) = 0 
E(zt) < oo. 
(9) 
For results on the variance of the MMEs, the following condition is needed on the 
fourth moment of the error process: 
H) For all r, s, -t 
I:~=O E(~te:t+se:t+r~t+r+s+n) converges. 
I:~o E(cte:t+se:t+rct+r-s+n) converges. 
Theorem 1 : Suppose the data are generated by model (1) with error correlations of 
form (2). Suppose the kernel function I<. is of order p and satisfies conditions A- C, the 
mean function, p, satisfies condition D, and the error process, ~t, satisfies conditions E-H. 
Let [z] denote the largest integer less than a;. 
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Define 
n-[;"'J-s 
r>.,n(s) =}; I: e>.,n(i)e>.,n(i + s). 
i=[;).J 
Then, as ), -t 0 and n.>. -t oo 
( 
r>.,n(O)) 
...;ri : rv asymp-to-tically 
r>.,n(k) 
( (
/>.,n(O)) ) 
Normal : , : + O(n;.>.) 
/>.,n(k) 
where 
(10) 
V is the covariance matrix given by Bartlett's formula (Bartlett, 1946) for the process, ct. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is in the Appendix. 
Theorem 2: Suppose the data and kernel satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1 and define 
r>.,n(s) by (10). For fixed s, nand.>., define the method of moments estimator of p(s) by 
~ ( ) r>.,n(s) 
P>.,n s = ~ (0)' />.,n 
Then h,n(s) is asymptotically normal and, as), -t 0 and nJ. -too, 
~ p(s)+).2P (~r N(.>.)+ (t~~Se)(NK-2K(O)) 
E(P>.,n(s)) = 2 
1 + ),2p ( ~) N(.>.) + (l~fe> (NK- 2K(O)) 
2 1 s 
+ o(.>. P) + o(') + o(-). 
nA n 
and 
Var(h,n(s)) = :8 + o(n2\ 2 ) 
where V8 is given by Bartlett's formula for the process ct. 
·(11) 
Theorem 2 is an easy consequence of Theorem 1, Theorem 3.3.A of Serfling (1980 
p.122) and the results of Bartlett (1946). 
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~ 
. 
Theorem 2 shows the consistency of the MMEs of the correlation function. It also 
shows that, asymptotically, the mean squared error of the correlation estimates is domi-
nated by the bias, which depends on the signal to noise ratio, N(>.), and the sum of the 
correlations, Sp. 
While the MMEs are consistent for all lags, it is important to note that the coefficients 
of the higher order terms increase in magnitude with s. In finite samples, correlations at 
low lags are estimated much more precisely than correlations at longer lags. 
Corollary 2, below, discusses the dependence of the estimation bias on N(>.) and Sp. 
Corollary 2: Under the conditions of Theorem 2, asymptotically, 
a) If NK ~ 2K(O), the bias of h.,n(s) is positive. 
b) If N K < 21{ (0), P>.,n ( s) has bias which is increasing in >., and the signal to noise ratio, 
N(>.), and is decreasing in Sp. 
Proof: Let rA,n(s) = (p(s) + CA,n) / (1 + CA,n) where 
CA,n = ).2P ( :~) 2 N(>.) + (1 :~Sp) (NK- 2K(O)). (12) 
Then 
E(h,n(s)) = rA n(s) + o(>.2P) + o( \ ). 
' nA 
rA,n(s) is a hyperbola in CA,n, with asymptote 1, and singularity at CA,n = -1. rA,n(s) is 
increasing in CA,n for CA,n > -1. If NK ~ 2K(O), then CA,n > 0. If NK < 2K(O), then, 
for>. sufficiently small, and n>. sufficiently large, CA,n > -1 and rA,n(s) is increasing in>. 
and N ( >.) and decreasing in S P. 
Note that for the unimodal kernels which are optimal for estimating the mean function 
(Gasser and Muller, 1979), NK is always less than or equal to 2K(O). 
Corollary 3: Under the conditions of Theorem 2, the asymptotically optimal bandwidth 
for estimating the correlations is 
1 
, [(NK-2K(0))(1+2Sp)(p!) 2] 2p+l __ 1 
A - - n 2p+l 
p- 2pN(O) SK (13) 
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The bandwidth Ap should be compared with :A*, the asymptotically optimal band-
width for estimating the mean function. Altman, 1990, showed that 
1 
'* [NK(1 + 25p) ( p! ) 2] 2P+ 1 __ 1_ 
.1\ = _ n 2p+1 • 
pN(O) SK (14) 
( 2NK ) 2p~1 
= Ap NK- 2K(O) 
Therefore, different bandwidths are required for estimating the regression and correlation 
functions. 
3. Appendix 
3.1. Proof of Theorem 1 
Define f]>..,t by 
(A.1) 
where W>..(i) = ~)..K(:)..> fori = -[n2>..] ••• ['tl and €t is the vector c~t-l;"J' ... ,~t+[;"J). 
Let b>..,n(t) = E (p(t)- iJ>..,n(t)). Note that, for [n2>..] < i < n- [n2>..], the residuals are 
e>..,n(i) = b>..,n(1J + f]>..,i· 
J]>..,t is clearly stationary and has the form: 
co 
f]>..,t = L <Pi Zt-j 
i=l 
where zt is defined by (9) and Ef=,1 I <Pi I < oo. Let 
n-[n2"J-s 
')-*(s) = ..!_ I: f]>..,tf]>..,t+s 
n 
t=[;"J 
By Brockwell and Davis (1987, Chapter 7): 
(7*(0)) ((-y*(O)) ) vn : rvAN : ,:+O(n!A) 
i'*(k) -y*(k) 
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where Vis given by Bartlett's formula, and -y*(s) = E(JJ>.,tf]>.,t+a). The extra term, O(k), 
in the variance, may be found by direct computation. 
Now 
n-[!!A]-s ~ 1 2 ( ~)( ~+s) 1n,>.(s) =;; L J]>.,t + h>.,n(;) J]>.,t+s + b>.,n(-n-) 
t=[nl'J 
(A.2) 
We will show that 
(A.3) 
and 
(A.4) 
so that, 
~ * 1 n-[~~] 2 t 
(
'Y>.,n(O)) (( -y(O)+n-:Et=[n2~]b>.,n(n) ) ) 
vln ; rv AN : , V + 0( ! J . 
. n nA 
~ * 1 n-[n2>.]-k t ill 
1>.,n(k) 1 (k) + n :Et=[~"l b>.,n(n-)b>.,n( n ) 
1 n-[!!A]-s t Since J]>.,n is stationary, A.3 and A.4 can be replaced by n-:Et=[nh J]>.,tb>.,n(n-)· By Lemma 
A.l, :E~1 E(J]>.,t'l>.,t+s) converges absolutely to 0. 
By Chebyshev's inequality and Lemmas A.l and A.2 
Thus proving A.3 and A.4. 
Finally, we show that 
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r • .
Define 
and note that 
[n2J.J 
-y*(s) = u2p(s)- u2 :2: W>.(i)(p(k + i) + p(k- i)) + w~~;[n2J.]+lW>. 
i=-[n2J.J 
By Lemma A.3, 
[~},] 
I: W>.(i)(p(k + i) + p(k- i.)) = 2~~) (1 + 2Sp) + o(n\ ). 
i=-[~},l 
By Lemmas A.2, A.4 and A.5, 
Finally, by Lemma A.6 
3.2. Lemmas and Technical Propositions 
(A.5) 
Proposition A.l: If g(:.c) is Lipschitz continuous of order a with support on [0, 1] then 
(A.6) 
(A.7) 
Remark 1: A.6 and A.7 are true, with appropriate adjustments, if the interval is rescaled 
to [-t, tL and n is replaced by n>.. 
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.• f" t 
Proposition A.2: If the errors satisfy condition F then as N --+ oo,then, letting Sj = 
N -j+ 1, 
N ~ ?:j lp(j)- p(si)l = o(1). 
3=1 
(A.8) 
Lemma A.l: Let 7*(s) = E('J>..,t'l>..,t+a), where 'J>..,t is defined by A.l. If the process l!t 
satisfies conditionE then E~1 7*(s) converges absolutely to 0. 
Proof of Lemma A.l: 
[~"] 
7*(s) = a 2(p(s)- L W>..(i)(p(s + i) + p(s- i)) 
i=-(n2>.] 
[~"] 
L W>..(i)w>..(j)p(s + j- i) 
i=-(n2>.]j=-(~"J 
Since :L;:,1 p( s) converges absolutely, we can write, 
<oo 
Accordingly, and since the sum of the weights converges to one, 
Lemma A.2:(Altman, 1990, Lemma A.4) Let ~ be the variance matrix of the errors, 
1!1 • • •l!n. For a function g defined on [0, 1], define the vector 9n by 9n(i) = ~g(-£).If 
g(:.c) satisfies conditions A.6 and A.7 and the errors satisfy conditions E and A.8 then 
for 0 <-£ < 1 
(A.9) 
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Lemma A.3: (Altman, 1990 Lemma 2.1) If the kernel weights (rescaled to [0, 1]) satisfy 
conditions A.6 and A.7, the errors satisfy conditionE and A.8, r <:: n..:\ and~< 1; < 
1- ~ then 2' 
1 [~"l i+j . K(O) 1 
,I:xc-, )p(J+s)=-, Sp+o(,). 
n"". n"" n"" n"" J=l 
(A.10) 
Lemma A.4: Let W>. be the vector of weights defined by (A.1). Then if the kernel 
function satisfies conditions A.6 and A.7, and the errors satisfy conditions E and 
>. i >. A.8, for 2 < n < 1 - 2 
Proof of Lemma A.4: This follows from Lemma A.2, after noting that the number of 
points receiving non-zero weight is n..:\. 
Lemma A.5: Let ~~["2"]+1 be the covariance matrix at lag one, defined by A.5. If the 
kernel weights satisfy conditions A.6 and A. 7 and the errors satisfy condition E and 
>. . >. A.8 then for 2 < * < 1 - 2 
Proof of Lemma A.5: The computation proceeds, in the same way as Lemma A.2, by 
substituting a-simpler matrix, Sn>. for ~~[~"]+1 and then showing that 
lwH~~[~"]+l - Sn>.)w>.l = o(!>.>· Let Sn>. be the matrix 
CT2 [A~>. p(2[;>.] + 1)] 
En>. An>. 
where An>. is the vector (p(1),p(2), .. ·,p([n2>.]),p([;>.J -l)· .. ,p(1),p(2[n2>.]))', and 
En>. is the 2[n2>.] X 2[n{] matrix 
{ P(li - jl) li - il ~ k 
En>.(i,j) = u2p(2[;>.] + 1-li- jl) li- il > k. 
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(En>.. is similar toRn of Altman, 1990, Lemma A.4). Define Vn>.., and Zn>.. by 
I ( · [n).] I ) w>. = w;..(s- 2 ), Vn>. 
= (z~;.., w;..(i + [n2>.])). 
By the same method as Lemma A.2, 
By the Lipschitz condition on K, 
By Lemma A.3, 
v~;..An>. = A~;..Zn>. 
_ 2K(0)5p (_!_) 
- n.>. + 0 n.>. · 
Putting this all together, we obtain: 
lw~Sn>..W>.- u2 ~~ (1 + 25p)l ~ 21w>.(i- [n2J.])A~>.Zn>..l 
+ lw>.(i- [n2>.])w>.(i + [n2>.])p(2[n2>.] + 1)1 
I , 2NK I + Vn>.En>.Zn>..- u nJ. (1 + 25p) 
1 
=o(n).). 
Let L = maxxK(x). Then, ~~[~"]+I and Sn>.. are the same on the first [n2>..] upper 
diagonals, and [~>.] + 2 lower diagonals, so 
lw~~~[~"l+tw;..- w~Sn>.W>..I 
2 [~"]-1 
:"' 2 ( :~) f. (j + I) lp(j) - p(2[n2~] - j) I 
1 
= o(n).) 
Corollary A.l: Let ~;[~"J+l be the covariance matrix of defined by A.5. If the kernel 
weights satisfy conditions A.6 and A. 7 and the errors satisfy conditions E and A.8 
12 
then for ~ < -!; < 1 - ~ and s < n.:\ 
lw~~;[';"]HW>.- o-2 ~~ (1 + 2Sp)l = a(:A) +a(;). 
The proof proceeds as for Lemma A.5. 
Lemma A.6: Under condition D, 
IE(e>.,n(i))E(e>.,n(i + s))- .:\2Psk(p(P)(-!;))2/(p!)2 1 = a(.:\2P) + a(;!x). 
Proof of A.9: Gasser and Muller, (1979) showed E(e>.,n(i)) = ( -.:\)PsK(P(P)(-!i-))/(p!) + 
a(.:\P) +a(;>,)· The result then follows simply from the Lipschitz condition, on the pth 
derivative of p. 
13 
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